
Business Central
& Bullhorn One 

Integration

Do you manually transfer data from 
Bullhorn One to Business Central?

Is your data siloed across software?

Are you looking for enhanced profitability 
by reducing manual efforts to move data?

Do you want to avoid custom 
development with your Bullhorn One 
integrations?

Is your AR/Collections automated?

Ask yourself . . . While the business needs of each organization 
remains unique, a common challenge faced by 
staffing firms today is finding a solution to fully solve 
their back-office / ERP integration challenges. 

Silos of unconnected data often lead to 
miscommunication, misinformed decision making, 
and decreased productivity within an organization.

Making the Connection

Connect the dots between your Microsoft 
Dynamics 365 Business Central and Bullhorn 
One without manual intervention for enhanced 
profitability reporting, better data management, and 
increased operational visibility and control. 

Keep reading to learn more about our developed 
plug and play solution!
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Bullhorn One Connector for D365 Business Central

GraVoc’s experienced team of ERP specialists solve common challenges among staffing firms. We’ve built a 
two-way connection that synchronizes and moves data between the Bullhorn ATS and Microsoft Dynamics 365 
Business Central. The process seamlessly populates detailed Customer, Candidate, and General Ledger activity, 

making it easier to manage credit, collections, and receivables reporting.

Customers
Candidates (Form 1099)
Invoices / Credit Memos

Payable Charges

Customer Payments
Candidate Payments

Vendor Payments

Bullhorn One Business Central

GraVoc
Connector

Our Bullhorn One Connectors for Dynamics 365 Business Central was built from the ground-up 
to satisfy the most challenging elements of system integration.

Breaking data silos & reducing inconsistencies:

Customers, Candidates
Pulls new  and modified 
Company and Candidate 
records from BH into BC 
and creates the Customer & 
Vendor Cards.

Cash Receipts
Pushes new Customer and 
Candidate payment data from 
BC to BH, giving front-office 
users ready-access to payment 
activity. 

Invoices, Credits, Rebills
Pulls billable and payable 
charges from BH into BC and 
creates a Sales Invoice/Credit 
Memo/Payables Invoice.

Error Handling
Writes-back error messages 
to BH, giving users visibility 
within the ATS.

Let’s discuss your ATS ERP Integration Needs ...
GraVoc is a 28-year-old technology consulting firm that is committed to addressing the 
needs of its customers by developing and implementing technology-based solutions. Learn 
more about our Bullhorn connector by visiting: gravoc.com/bullhorn-one-erp-connector
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